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We’ve seen it appear everywhere the
last few years, the longing for the
craftsmanship, tradition and quality of
yesteryear.

Chefs are working with ‘beautiful’ products and, as a
consequence, we’re suddenly eating ‘forgotten’ vegetables.
Special beers from local breweries with a back story are
popping up all over the place.
We want to see and understand how something is
made. The comeback of the barber, where you can get a
traditional haircut and shave, also shows that penchant for
quality and a respect for people who know their trade.
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Vliegenthart began in 1839 pressing linseed oil. This
oil is still the mainstay of our organisation. We’re now a
respected producer of linseed oil and semi-manufactured
products for the paint industry worldwide. We have built
up an enormous amount of expertise in more than 175
years. A part of that knowledge has been set down in a
handwritten cook book. It contains innumerable proven
formulas for various varnishes, lacquers, oils and a g
 reat
many other products for the protection of wood and other
materials. In the existing trade and production industry, we
also noticed that there was a resurgence in demand in the
European paint business for authentic quality products,
particularly in the area of wood finishes. In response to that
demand, we’ve gone back to the authentic Vliegenthart
formulas and combined them with modern chemistry.
Basic formulas from the past combined with the best of
today! We believe in authentic quality products made with
traditional workmanship. This is where we have started,
under the recognisable brand name: Lacq.

Where we used to make our products in copper cauldrons
on an open fire, that’s the only thing that has changed:
copper has been replaced by stainless steel and the open
fire by induction.
The combination of oils and natural resins means that
our coatings stay flexible for as long as possible, so that
the wood can flex throughout the seasons. This is the big
difference with many ‘modern’ products that dry out and
become hard too quickly, so that the protective layer on
flexing wood gets damaged sooner.
Our Lacq product line is made with the demands of the
professional user in mind, but it is also more than suitable
for the more serious handyman who values a quality
product with a story.

So, choose authentic quality,
choose Lacq!

Because of this belief, we only make our Lacq products with
proven, high-quality ingredients. Top quality oils, resins and
waxes form the basis and are combined with traditional
expertise. You can compare the process with 
making
soup: the right ingredients, temperature, when to stir and
how much seasoning to add ultimately determines the
flavour, or, in our case, the quality.
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energol

Outdoor wood

fencing

shed

The most durable protection of your
outdoor wood

The main constituent of Energol is natural linseed oil. The
oil is absorbed by the wood and nourishes it from within.
After several coats have been applied, Energol leaves a
protective film on the wood surface. Your wood is then
durably protected from the weather, whether that’s
sunlight or rain. The protective coat breathes and stays
elastic so that it doesn’t crack on wood.

Lacq Energol is an authentic protective product for all
wooden surfaces. The traditional combination of wood oil
and linseed oil ensures an optimum result.
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mahogany

white

grey

anthracite

black

autoclave green

The illustrated colours are merely an indication of the final effect and may differ.

Step 3:
Just two coats of Energol
are enough to provide
protection, but for an
semi-gloss finish we
recommend the application
of a third.

other outdoor wood

Maintain the natural appearance of
wood

Energol provides a transparent semi-gloss coat on
your wood. The natural grain remains visible and Energol
prevents the wood from turning grey.

Sanding before application isn’t
necessary

You don’t have to do any sanding before you apply
Energol to untreated wood! Do check the surface for
anything loose and/or damaged though, and remove if
necessary.

Wood stain:
Is absorbed by the wood.

Step 2:
Apply Energol in the
direction of the grain with
a flat paintbrush. You can
use a roller or a sprayer for
larger surfaces.

Suitable for all outdoor wood

brown

garden furniture

Step 1:
Make sure that the surface
is dry and free of dust,
splinters and damage
before you start by using a
stiff brush.

Lacq Energol is a versatile wood protector for all your outdoor wood surfaces. Not just
fences, sheds or verandas but garden furniture and playground equipment also receive
long-lasting protection. Although Energol is suitable for every sort of wood, the way it can
be used can differ. For more information about the treatment of different sorts of wood,
see www.lacq.eu

natural

veranda

Paint:
Leaves a coating on the
wood.

Energol:
Nourishes the wood
from within and leaves a
protective film on it.
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produra

Outdoor wood

fencing

shed

No sanding necessary

You don’t have to do any sanding before applying Produra
to untreated wood. Do check the surface for anything
loose and/or damaged though, and remove if necessary.

Ready after just two coats

Produra’s outstanding quality means that most wooden
surfaces just need one coat, but for optimum protection
we always advise two.

veranda

garden furniture

other outdoor wood

Flexes with your wood

Produra protects your wood from the weather, but doesn’t
stop it breathing. Produra stays flexible for years, it remains
intact and moves with changes in the wood and it offers a
high degree of protection from UV light.

Matt finish

Produra lends wood a matt protective coating whilst
maintaining its natural look. Its composition means that
Produra dries quickly so that you can complete your
project fast.

Environmentally and people-friendly

Produra is based on water and vegetable binding agents,
making it odourless and environmentally and
people-friendly.
Step 1:
Make sure that the surface
is dry and free of dust,
splinters and damage.
Use a stiff brush.

Lacq Produra is a durable and high-quality protective
product for all wooden surfaces. It is solvent-free and
consists mainly of natural ingredients like vegetable oils
and water. The unique composition of Produra provides a
transparant protective coat from within the wood.
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natural

brown

teak

white

old grey

grey

anthracite

black

olive

green clay

white clay

blue clay

The illustrated colours are merely an indication of the final effect and may differ.

Step 2:
Stir Produra well and apply
in the direction of the grain
with a flat paint brush. You
can use a roller or a sprayer
for larger surfaces.

Step 3:
Just two coats of Produra
are enough to provide
protection and colour.
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natuleum

Outdoor wood

fencing

shed

Solvent-free

Natuleum does not contain any harmful solvents. As well
as not harming the environment, no part of the product is
lost to evaporation and 100% of the material remains on
the wood for optimum protection.

veranda

garden furniture

other outdoor wood

Natural substitute for creosote

Creosote used to be used a lot on sheds and fences, but it
is, in fact, harmful to people and bad for the environment.
Natuleum is the natural, safe alternative. It can also be
applied to old coats of creosote.

Stays black for a long time

Natuleum provides your wood a natural deep
brown-black colour. The combination of the high-quality
natural ingredients ensure that Natuleum stays black
where similar products quickly turn grey.

Lacq Natuleum is a traditionally cooked product consisting
of natural waxes, resins and oils for superb protection of
outdoor wood.
Long-lasting protection

Natuleum is traditionally cooked and consists of natural waxes, resins and vegetable oils.
The composition ensures that Natuleum penetrates the wood and builds up a protective
coat from within. The Natuleum coat remains flexible for a long time and has excellent
moisture resistance.
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douglas beits

Outdoor wood

fence

garden house

veranda

Ready in just 2 coats

Thanks to the hiding power, in most cases one coat will
already provide great coverage. For optimal protection
against moisture and UV light, we always recommend
applying 2 coats.

Does not leaf or tear

Douglas Beits protects your wood against the weather
but does not seal it. This allows the wood to continue to
breathe. The protective Douglas Beits coat remains flexible
for a long time and moves with the wood. The p
 owerful
UV filter protects your wood against d
 iscolouration from
the sun.

Lacq Douglas Beits is a durable and high-quality protective
agent especially suitable for Douglas and larch wood.
Douglas Beits protects your wood against weather influences,
so that the wood retains its natural appearance for a long
time.

natural

10

aged grey

The illustrated colours are merely an indication of the final effect and may differ.

rabbet parts

other outdoor wood types

Natural finish

Douglas Beits gives the wood a matt protective coat
and preserves its natural appearance. You can choose to
maintain a natural reddish-brown colour to enrich with
Douglas Brown, or pre-grey your wood with Douglas Beits
Aged Grey.

People and environment-friendly

Douglas Beits is based on water and vegetable binders.
Thanks to this composition, the product dries quickly, is
odourless and friendly to people and the environment.

Step 1:
Before you start coating,
make sure that the surface
is thoroughly dry and free
of dust and faulty parts. To
do this, use a hard brush.

Step 2:
Stir Douglas Beits well before
use and apply the product
in the longitudinal direction
of the wood by using a flat
brush. For larger surfaces,
you can also use a roller or a
syringe.

No sanding required

In the case of wood that has not been previously treated, there is no need to sand before
applying Douglas Beits. However, check the surface for loose and/or faulty parts. Remove if
necessary.

garden furniture

Step 3:
Two coats of Douglas stain
is sufficient for protection
and colour.

douglas brown
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turbogel

weatherED outdoor wood

decking

No pressure washer required

If you clean wood with a pressure washer, you damage
the wood and shorten its useful life. Turbogel cleans and
revives the wood without shortening it’s lifespan.

Make cleaning outdoor wood a simple
job

Apply Turbogel with a flat paintbrush and let the product
do its work for 20 minutes. Scrub the wood thoroughly
with a stiff brush and rinse with clean water.

garden furniture

veranda

wooden bridges

other outdoor wood

Suitable for decking, garden furniture
and other outdoor wood

Lacq Turbogel is suitable for reviving all sorts of wood.
The gel formula makes it easy to apply to vertical surfaces:
useful for giving garden furniture a new lease of life.

Biodegradable, harmless for
your garden

Lacq Turbogel is entirely biodegradable. If you follow the
simple steps, you won’t have to worry about damaging the
rest of your garden when you clean your outdoor wood.

Step 1:
Apply Turbogel liberally
with a paintbrush in the
direction of the grain.

Lacq Turbogel is a powerful wood reviver and cleaner. Clean
and revive weathered decking and other outdoor wood
easily without damage. The gel form makes Turbogel easy
to apply on
vertical surfaces and it is therefore ideal for wooden garden
furniture.

Step 2:
Allow Turbogel to work
for at least 20 minutes.

Get rid of the old, weathered colour of your outdoor wood

Lacq Turbogel penetrates deeply into old wood. Removes the weathering and revives the
original wood color.

Cleans wood thoroughly

As well as getting rid of any weathering, Lacq Turbogel removes any deposits on the wood
like dirt and algae.
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Step 3:
Clean the wood thoroughly
with a stiff brush and rinse
with clean water.
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hardwood oil

OUTDOOR WOOD

garden furniture

Maintain your outdoor wood and
extend its life

The weather has a negative effect on wood. Lacq
Hardwood Oil nourishes wood from within and prevents it
drying out. The oil also impregnates the wood and makes
it water-repellent.

Make aged wood look beautiful naturally

decking

Suitable for decking, garden furniture
and other outdoor wood
Lacq Hardwood Oil is suitable for all your outdoor wood.

Professional tip:

Clean and revive your wood with Lacq Turbogel before
nourishing and impregnating it with Lacq Hardwood Oil.
Extend the life of outdoor wood.

Lacq Hardwood Oil gives weathered wood its colour again
in a natural way and helps prevent further ageing.

Lacq Hardwood Oil is a traditional recipe of blended
vegetable oils to protect and maintain wooden garden
furniture and decking annually.

Step 1:
Apply Hardwood Oil with
a flat paintbrush. A second
coat can be applied on very
absorbent surfaces while
the first is still wet.

Step 2:
Allow the oil to be absorbed
for 20 minutes before
wiping any excess oil away
with a lint-free cloth.

Protect outdoor wood against dirt and ageing in
a natural way

Lacq Hardwood Oil is a combination of vegetable oils that have been prepared in
accordance with a traditional recipe. The wood is protected from dirt and ageing in a
natural way.
Step 3:
If, after the wood is
completely dry, you still see
some bare patches, repeat
the treatment.
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deck and terrace oil

Garden wood

wooden terrace

Extends the lifespan of your deck and/
or terrace

Because of the weather, the quality of your wood
deteriorates. Deck and Terrace Oil nourishes the wood
from the inside and prevents the wood from drying out.

deck platforms

A hint from the Professional

Remove the grey colour from your deck and/or terrace
with Lacq Turbogel before you treat it with deck and
terrace oil. In this way, you will achieve the best result and
get the most out of the life of your garden wood.

Enriches the natural face of the wood

Deck and Terrace Oil re-colours the wood and enriches
its natural appearance. The powerful UV filter prevents
further ageing.

Lacq Deck and Terrace Oil has been specially developed to
protect your (hard) wooden terrace and decking against
weather influences every year. In this way, the life span of the
wood is extended.

Step 1:
Before you start, make
sure that the surface is
thoroughly dry and free of
dust. Then apply Deck and
Terrace Oil with a brush or
roller.
Step 2:
Let the oil soak in for 20
minutes and then polish
excess oil away with a
lint-free cloth.

Protects your (hard) wooden deck platforms against weather
influences, making it water resistant.

Deck and Terrace Oil is composed of high-quality vegetable oils and waxes.
These penetrate deep into the pores of the wood and are therefore maximally impregnating
and prevent the growth of algae and fungi.

natural
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Step 3:
When you still notice
“skimpy” spots in the wood
after drying, repeat the
treatment.

bankirai

The illustrated colours are merely an indication of the final effect and may differ.
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yacht varnish

YACHTING

boats

door- and windowcases

Builds up the coat thickness easily for
an ultra-high gloss finish

Lacq Yacht Varnish is an easy-to-use one-can system with
which you can build up the thickness of the coating on
your wood with ease. Several coats ensure a beautiful
deep effect that emphasises the structure of the wood.

Protect wood from the wear and tear
of the weather

Lacq Yacht Varnish ensures a long-lasting protective
coating, which, thanks to its special elasticity, doesn’t
crack on flexing wood. With inbuilt UV filter, this varnish
can take on the worst the weather can throw at it.

doors

furniture

Ideal for tabletops and and other furniture

Lacq Yacht Varnish was developed for boats and yachts
but is excellent for furniture. Give your wooden chair or
table a beautiful gloss coat for a unique, contemporary
effect.

Can also be used for door- and
windowcases

If you want a gloss finish on your doors or door- or
windowcases, then Lacq Yacht Varnish with its unique
characteristics is ideal.

The traditionally cooked yacht varnish stands out because of
its optimum flow and ultra-high gloss. Lacq Yacht Varnish
is extremely durable and water repellent. It also has a high
elasticity therefore it doesn’t crack.
Provides an ultra-high gloss coating

The unique composition of wood oil and traditionally cooked phenolic resin lends Lacq
Yacht Varnish an unparalleled and durable gloss.
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decowax

Furniture
Give furniture a unique colour

Give furniture a second chance! Decowax is available in 12
colours. From a natural or weathered patina to a range of
pastels, it’s all possible with Decowax. Try one of the
metallic finishes for an industrial look.

Easy to apply to untreated wood

Give untreated wood a new colour without losing the
grain. Protects wood and evens out minor blemishes. For
the best result, apply Decowax to a surface that hasn’t
been sanded

Suitable as a protective layer on top of
chalk paint or other porous paints.

floors

wooden home decorations

Can be used on floors

Traditionally wooden floors are treated with wax. Give your
floor a quick and easy finish and you can walk on it again
in no time.

Local damage can be fixed

In contrast with varnish, a difference in the height of
coatings can be smoothed out with Lacq Decowax, so you
can easily repair damage, rings left by glasses and
scratches.

Easily applied

Apply Decowax with a paintbrush or a lint-free cloth. Let it
dry briefly, then polish until you achieve the desired result.

Chalk paint is a porous and easily damaged paint
that can’t take moisture. Decowax allows you to apply a
protective coating to make the chalk paint more durable.
You can also create extraordinary effects by combining
colours.

Lacq Decowax can be used to add the finishing touch to
wooden surfaces. Decowax is manufactured using traditional
methods based on a 60-year-old, proven recipe.
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antique green

bronze metallic

antique brown

chalky white

nordic blue

gold metallic

clear

copper metallic

antique pink

chalky grey

taupe

anthracite

The illustrated colours are merely an indication of the final effect and may differ.
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tung oil

Wooden kitchen utensils
Seals chopping boards in a natural
way and protects them from moisture
from food
Tung Oil is used to protect wooden chopping boards.
Lacq Pure Tung Oil penetrates the chopping board in a
natural way so that the wood can’t absorb liquid from
food products.

chopping boards

salad bowl

worktop

Give your wood a natural, matt look

Lacq Pure Tung Oil lends wood a warm, full colour, but
stays matt so that it still looks natural.

Also suitable for other wood surfaces

As well as wooden surfaces in the kitchen, you can also use
Lacq Pure Tung Oil for other wood like tabletops, etc.

Prolong the life of your wooden kitchen
utensils
Wood that is impregnated by the oil dries out less quickly
even after it has been washed many times. When the
wood does eventually dry out, you just have to repeat the
Tung Oil treatment.

Step 1:
Apply the oil with a lint-free
cloth or, if desired, a brush.

Lacq Specials Pure Tung Oil protects practically all wooden
surfaces in a natural way from the weather, water, a
 lcohol
and food acids, making it ideal for protecting wooden
kitchen worktops, tables and other interior wood. Tung Oil is
also often used to maintain chopping boards. Pure Tung Oil
provides a long-lasting matt finish.

Step 2:
You can pour the oil onto
larger surfaces and rub it in
with a lint-free cloth.
Allow at least 20 minutes for
absorption.

Step 3:
Polish the excess oil away
with a lint-free cloth. Allow
to dry for at least 24 hours
before applying the next
coat. Allow at least 48 hours
for the oil to dry thoroughly.
22
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rapid oil 2c

INTERIOR WOOD

parquet

wooden tabletops

Colours and protects in one coat

In contrast with other oil products, one coat of Rapidoil
2C is all you need on your wooden floor. Rapidoil 2C
enriches the natural appearance of the wood and provides
long-lasting protection. Rapidoil 2C makes the wood water
repellent, which makes it also suitable for use in kitchens
and bathrooms.

The floor can be used within 24 hours

Thanks to the combination of Rapidoil and the hardener,
you floor dries quickly after treatent. You can walk on
your floor again within 24 hours. The oil can be used for
four to five hours after it has been mixed with the hardener.

Lacq Rapidoil consists of two components. Component A is
based on vegetable oil and is completely free of solvents.
Just one coat of the product gives colour and protection
to the wooden surface. When the solvent-free accelerator
(component B) is added, the drying process of the oil is
shortened. The floor can be used within 24 hours.

wooden kitchen surfaces

other interior wood

Suitable for all types of wood

Rapidoil 2C can be used on every kind of wood, not just
solid wood but also veneers. Keep in mind that the colour
result may differ depending on the wood sort.

Easy to maintain

The floor can be cleaned with a mop and water after
five days. Use Lacq Nourishing Floor Soap for optimum
cleaning and preservation.

Ideal for tabletops

As well as for floors, Rapidoil 2C is perfect for use on
tables, kitchen worktops and other wooden furniture.

Step 1:
Apply a small amount of
Rapidoil 2C and spread it
around with a paintbrush,
cloth or floor polisher. Work
in areas of 5 - 10 m2.

Step 2:
Allow the Rapidoil 2C to be
absorbed for at least
20 minutes, then remove
any excess oil with a cloth
of floor polisher. The surface
has to feel dry to the touch!
Step 3:
The surface can be walked
on within 24 hours after
treatment in a well
ventilated room.

natural
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brown

chocolate

chalk white

creamy white

grey

dark grey

black

The illustrated colours are merely an indication of the final effect and may differ.
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parquet varnish

FLOORS 			

furniture

		

other interior wood

High wear resistance

Easy to maintain

Very suitable for stairs and furniture

Suitable for every type of wood

The high-quality components of Lacq Parquet Varnish
ensure a very high wear resistance, even with intensive
use.

Although Lacq Parquet Varnish has been developed for
floors, it is also very suitable for stairs or furniture. Gives
your interior wood a beautiful wear-resistant finish.

Lacq Paquet Varnish is a strong urethane acrylate-based
varnish for hardwood and parquet floors with an extremely
high wear resistance. Lacq Parquet Varnish is also very
suitable for wooden furniture.
Lacq Parquet Varnish is easy to apply and is especially
recommended for wooden floors that are used intensively.

stairs 			

After 7 days the floor can already be maintained with a
mop, soap and water. For this, use Lacq Nourishing Floor
Soap to guarantee an optimal lifetime of the protection.

Lacq Parquet Varnish can be used on any type of wood,
solid or veneer. It is odorless and therefore perfect for
indoor processing.

Step 1:
First remove all old paint
thoroughly and degrease
the floor. Sand the surface
and remove all dust
remnants after sanding.

Step 2:
Stir the Lacq Parquet Varnish
well before use.

Step 3:
Apply with a roller or
brush. After 2 hours sand
the surface and apply next
layer. 3 layers is sufficient for
maximum protection.
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floor varnish X10

Floors

concrete floors

Prevents dust

Floor Varnish X10 seals your concrete floor with a
transparent layer, preventing the dusting caused by the
wear and tear of untreated concrete floors. You protect
and extend the life of your concrete floor.

Prevents dirt and moisture being
absorbed

When dirt or liquid gets onto untreated concrete floors,
they get absorbed and they mark the floor. Floor Varnish
X10’s transparent layer stops liquid and dirt being
absorbed so that your floor stays beautiful longer, making
X10 also ideal for garages and kitchens.

wooden floors

garages

showrooms

Easy to keep clean

The transparent Floor Varnish X10 layer makes your
concrete floor easy to keep clean with a vacuum cleaner
and mop.

Transparent shiny layer

Once a sufficiently thick layer has been built up, the floor
will shine uniformly. It is also possible to add a colour to
Floor Varnish X10. Ask your supplier.

1 pot system

Floor Varnish X10 is a 1-component polyurethane, and is
therefore easy to process.

Floor Varnish X10 is a 1K polyurethane, clear, transparent
sealer based on vegetable oil, which leaves a shiny finish
after applying two or three coats. Floor Varnish X10 has been
known for its high quality for more than 40 years.
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nourishing floor soap

textile protector

textiel
Lacq Nourishing Floor Soap is a cleaner for daily use on a floor treated with Lacq Rapidoil 2C. Thanks to the nourishing Floor Soap’s essential ingredients, you give your
floor the attention it needs.
Cleans and cares with one treatment

The nourishing ingredients in the Lacq nourishing floor cleaner mean that you can clean and care for
your floor in one treatment.

Shiny, streak-free floor

Nourishing Floor Soap dries without streaks or residue, leaving a shiny, cared-for floor.

Suitable for all outdoor textiles

In addition to protecting your garden cushions, Garden Textile Protector is also very suitable for
umbrellas, sunshades, tablecloths and other textiles you use in and around the garden.

Suitable for all floors

Easy to use

Biodegradable

Long-lasting effect

Nourishing Floor Soap has been specially developed for floors treated with Rapidoil 2C, but is also
suitable for cleaning all other water-repellent floors.

Lacq Nourishing Floor Soap is pH neutral and fully biodegradable.
30

With Lacq products you protect not only your garden wood but
also your garden textiles. Garden Textile Protector is a ready-to-use
spray to make textiles water and dirt resistant. For example, you
can protect your garden cushions against moisture stains and you
can easily wipe away bird droppings.

Garden Textile Protector is packed in a handy trigger bottle and is ready to use. So you can easily
provide your textile with a protective and impregnating coat.

The water, oil and dirt repellent protects your garden textiles throughout the season.
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pine tar

bitumax

Lacq Pine Tar is a traditional wood tar made with natural ingredients.
It is obtained by dry distillation (pyrolysis) of pine woods.
Natural protection

Pine Tar is made from natural ingredients. It is obtained by dry distillation (pyrolysis) of pine woods.
It provides a penetrating and protective coating that doesn’t prevent the absorption and release of
moisture. It offers long-lasting protection to wood and gives it a natural deep brown colour.

Scandinavian quality

Used in Scandinavia for centuries, Swedish Tar protects soft wood against rot, insects and the
weather. The best example are old wooden Viking boats found centuries later in relative good
condition because of the Pine Tar treatment.

Robust application

Pine Tar is used mainly for sheds and fences. it is also used to protect wooden posts that are driven
into the ground.
32

Lacq Bitumax is a professional, protective, tar-free, black, wood paint based on natural
bitumen that can be used above and below the waterline. Lacq Bitumax is colour-fast
and resistant to variations in water and air.
Adheres quickly and is suitable for almost all applications

It can be applied to untreated wood and steel. It binds immediately and doesn’t need a primer.
It also adheres immediately to existing tar and bitumen layers.

Made up of high-quality constituents

Bitumax consists of high-quality, natural bitumen, protecting your surface
with quality.

Lends a long-lasting deep-black lustre

Bitumax’s high quality ingredients provide the long-lasting, characteristic, deep-black colour
regardless of the weather.
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for the cleaning and protection

The paint
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the removal
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Professional paint removers and cleaning products
This
biodegradable
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for
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all hard surfaces.
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paint remover for
the removal of most types of paint, glue
fast degreasing and removal of surface
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movers and cleaning products
and textured coatings, from almost any type of surface.
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hard surfaces.
Use Fluxaf all
Pro-Clean
as a pre-paint treatment to remove any

also by Vliegenthart

The paint remover for the removal of most types of paint, glue
various substrates.
and textured coatings, from almost any type ofofsurface.
The paint remover for the removal of most types of paint, glue
and textured coatings, from almost any type of surface.
solvents and is therefore ideal for use internally and externally.

This biodegradable cleaning solutionis ideally suited for the

All Fluxaf products have surface
been oils or grease.
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